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The Accomplishments of the Michigan Region
This year, like many others, the Michigan Region has done
incredible things. We began the year in Jackson where we
developed an understanding of Phi Theta Kappa and what
can be accomplished in just a year. We met again at LOC
where we ignited the sparks within us and bonded in the
great outdoors. We carried the lessons we learned and
began setting the foundations for the work to come. Then we
worked tirelessly on our Honors In Action and College
projects along with many other initiatives that Phi Theta
Kappa is known for. At Catalyst, we represented our region,
sharing in each others excitement for the honors we earned
and the memories that were made. This year, over 50% of
Michigan Regional chapters obtained 5-star status and 4 are
among the top 100 chapters in the country! Next, we will
meet in Centreville to launch our inner stars and begin next
year's journey. See you all soon!
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Michigan Regional Convention
 Glen Oaks Community College May 17th-19th
 

The conference begins Friday, May 17th at 3pm on the concourse on
GOCC's campus with registration and college transfer fair. We will be
welcomed by our regional officers and hear from our regional officer
candidates. Also, that night we will have the privilege to hear PTK alum
and Apollo 13 Astronaut Fred Haise speak at Three Rivers High School.
We will have seating blocked for our members. Saturday, we will hear
from our regional officer candidates, hold the business meeting, and the
highly anticipated Awards Gala happens Saturday night on the
Concourse. The conference will adjourn at 12 pm on Sunday, May 19th.
 

Registration Fees
 

Lodging Per Night
 $85

$75 MRAA
$75 Saturday Only

Devier Suites (Dorms) - $30- NOW FULL
Super 8 Three Rivers - $72
American Best Value Inn Three Rivers - $76
Holiday Inn Express Three Rivers - $130

How to Get Involved
 Election Participation - Be a Regional Officer Candidate, MRAA Officer Candidate, Voting Delegate , or join a

campaign team!
Breakout Sessions - Share your knowledge, research, and activities with the Michigan Region in a 45 minute
breakout session or attend your favorite ones!
Spirit Stick Competition - Prepare an entertaining 3 minute skit with your chapter!
Visual Arts Competition - Submit a drawn, painted, photographed, sculpted, or digitally created art piece centered
around the Honors Study Topic or any of its themes!
Performing Arts Competition - Prepare an "open mic night" or "karaoke" styled performing arts piece!
Costume Contest - Prepare an "out of this world" space or sci-fi costume for the Saturday night social!
Raffles - Purchase raffle tickets for the chance to win Katrina Case's breath-taking Camp LOC aurora borealis
painting, or for MRAA's 50/50 drawing!
College Fair - On Friday, meet with transfer colleges and ask them questions about your future! 
Fellowship and More! - There will be plenty of official and unofficial fellowship opportunities! Get out there and
check them out!   
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Catalyst Award Winners
 Michigan Region Distinguished Chapters

The Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter
from Jackson College was

recognized as the Third Runner Up
to the Most Distinguished Chapter

in the country!

The Omicron Iota Chapter
from Schoolcraft College was
recognized as one of the top
40 chapters in the country!

Michigan Regional Top 100 Chapters
 

 100 
 

Oakland Community College - Alpha Omicron Rho
 

Schoolcraft College - Omicron Iota Chapter
 

Northwestern Michigan College - Alpha Rho Pi Chapter
 

Jackson College - Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter

Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter Omicron Iota Chapter
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Catalyst Award Winners
 

 

Distinguished Honors in Action Projects

Schoolcraft College - Omicron Iota Chapter
 Theme 7- Powers of Connection
 
 
 

Northwestern Michigan College - Alpha Rho Pi Chapter
 
 
 
 

Jackson College - Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter
 

Preventing School Violence Through Mentoring
 

Theme 2 - Economics of Everything 
 

The Economics of Community College Students
 

Theme 1 - Networks of Life 
 

Rasing Awarness About Changes In The Great Lakes 
 



Macomb Community College  
Beta Lambda Kappa Chapter

 
Grand Rapids Community College  

Alpha Upsilon Kappa Chapter
 

Jackson College  
Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter
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Catalyst Award Winners
 

Distinguished Chapter Officers

Distinguished Officer Teams

Distinguished College Project 

 
Mentoring newly enrolled early college students

 
Jackson College  

Alpha Rho Lambda Chapter

Morgan Brown
Grand Rapids Community College

Kristina Uribe
Northwestern Michigan College
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Catalyst Award Winners
 Michigan Regional Awards

The Region was recognized as a Five Star Region and won Regional Awards for
Excellence for our collective work in Scholarship, Fellowship and Transfer Readiness
(more explanation on this at the Regional Convention). Special thanks to Lisa Green
who wrote the three hallmark entries for the Regional awards!

Association of Chapter
Advisors Secretary, Division III

Dr. Kari Kahler from Northwestern
Michigan College was elected as
the new Secretary to the
Association of Chapter Advisors
(ACA). Congratulations Kari!!!
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Running for Regional Office in Michigan
  

Being a Michigan Regional Officer is the highest honor you can achieve within Regional leadership and an obligation you should not take lightly!  Any
member within their chapter can be nominated by their chapter for a Regional Office.  Each chapter may only nominate one candidate per Regional Office. 
The nominated candidates must be in good standing with their chapter (as defined by their chapter bylaws) and the nominating chapter must be in good
standing within the Region as defined by Headquarters.
 
There are four Regional offices to be filled and they are President, Vice-President, Secretary/Treasurer and PR/Historian. A candidate must be willing to
fulfill the duties of the office and be enrolled in at least one college-level, three-credit course each semester at his/her community college for the next
academic year while serving their term of office.  It is also expected for you to be engaged with your Phi Theta Kappa Chapter while serving as a Regional
Officer.
 
No one may be elected to a Regional office more than once. All terms are for one year and the officer must remain in good standing with his/her chapter for
the duration ("good standing" means the officer must meet the chapter's "maintenance gpa”). Article V, Sec. 3B of the Michigan Regional By-laws reads:
"Candidates must be nominated by their chapter, and their names should be received in writing by the Regional Coordinator two weeks prior to the
Regional Convention; however, nominations may be accepted at the Convention during the first general session."
 

The elected Regional offices are:
 President: presides at Regional meetings and chairs the Regional Board

Vice President: stands in for the president as necessary, runs Roll Call at Regional meetings and assumes other duties
Secretary/Treasurer: assists the VP in taking roll at meetings, takes minutes at meetings, creates the Regional Directory, and, when feasible,
assists the Coordinator with the maintenance of the treasury and its records
Public Relations/Historian Officer: keeps a record of the Regional year and produces the Regional Newsletter at least once per semester. 
Maintains a chapter picture page/history for the Region. Serves as the official moderator of the miptk-chapters list serves and updates the
Regional web site.

Regional Officers plan and host the MI Regional Leadership Conference, help run the other Regional meetings and serve as Regional representatives and
speakers at various chapter functions during the year. Regional officers should be prepared to attend the three official Regional meetings during their year
in office, an Officer Orientation, and other general officer meetings either online or by conference call.  Generally, officers have no costs at official Regional
events except for travel and an occasional meal, for which they may use some of their official expenditure allowance, currently $400. In addition, it is
expected that Regional officers will attend the International Honors Institute, for which they receive a scholarship. Currently, Regional officers also receive
a stipend of $400 for travel to the International Convention, which they are strongly encouraged to attend.  (Please realize that funding each year is
contingent on the Regional budget that is approved by the MI Region at the Leadership Conference.)
 
All officers should be available to visit chapters for special events including orientations, Induction Ceremonies, to be observers and/or help facilitate
chapter challenges or to speak about Phi Theta Kappa, the Honors Study Topic, Service or Leadership. (If elected, the candidate agrees to present a
speech on the Honors Study Topic, Leadership and College Completion—three speeches total—at the Orientation.) The chapter inviting the officer to speak
or visit the chapter should provide a stipend to cover the officer’s costs. Please Note:  It is strongly recommended that all officer candidates have a reliable
method of transportation at their command for their various travel obligations!
 
Regional officer candidates should return the Registration form to the Regional Coordinator by May 8, 2019.  Candidates should prepare a three minute
speech on the 2018-2019 Honors Study Topic (Transformations: Acknowledging, Assessing, and Achieving Change) to be delivered on the morning of
Saturday, May 18; they should also be prepared to answer three or four Phi Theta Kappa-related or other questions posed by the current officers after their
speeches.  Each candidate will be given a table for campaign materials during Saturday’s Political Rally.  Candidates may not distribute campaign materials
at other times during the Convention; a limited number of supporters may wear campaign materials in support of their candidate during the Convention.
(Additional information will be provided at the mandatory Candidate Orientation on Friday evening, May 17th.)  The Michigan Region does not limit the
amount (except prior to the Political Rally) or kind of campaign material distributed, but please use common sense and good taste.  Remember: Phi Theta
Kappans are intelligent folk!
 
To prepare for the questions the current officers might ask, candidates should read the International Constitution, the Michigan By-Laws, a Chapter
Resource Manual and/or their Chapter Officer’s Manual before the Convention, and be cognizant of the material available there and on the MI Region and
Phi Theta Kappa websites.  Some questions might simply be judgment questions to determine how well a candidate can think and react in a spontaneous
fashion; for instance, a candidate might be asked what famous historical person he/she most admires or most would have liked to be…often there may not
be a right or wrong answer; instead they give us an opportunity to know how you think.
 
 Each chapter will be asked to designate one member as its voting delegate.  This person will vote for the entire chapter, but should consult the chapter
members for their input.  Members should share their viewpoints of the candidates with the voting delegate.  A simple majority of votes cast determines the
winner.  Ties require a run-off vote.  The officer candidates themselves vote for the Sherman Award (the candidate who best represents the values of Phi
Theta Kappa).
 

Questions?  Call Kari Kahler at (231) 995-1228 or e-mail at kkahler@nmc.edu
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Running for Regional Office
 

P
T

K

Michigan Region—we are looking for leaders who want to grow!
 
Running for a Regional Officer position is an incredible experience in and of itself. It forces you to consider
what Phi Theta Kappa means to you and how you will both learn and grow in the position. Unlike at your
chapter, you don’t get to meet face to face with your team for meetings; most of your meetings are done
remotely via zoom conference calls. And because RO’s are involved at their chapter, you have to juggle
another set of responsibilities and commitments.
Every one of us is a leader-in-the-making and even though we may have led other groups, each new
opportunity provides new experiences, new challenges and new opportunities for growth. The Michigan
Region needs you to step up and run for a Regional Officer position, there’s never a perfect time so as Nike
coined it best…Just Do It!
-Kari Kahler
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Running for Regional Office
 

 
 
Many people ask me, why should I run for regional office? The answer is simple, it is a life changing experience that will continue to impact you for
the rest of your life. Knowing this, some people still may need a little bit more to entice them to run. So that's why I am here to share my
experiences while being Michigan’s Regional President.
 
I’ve noticed that it doesn't matter if you are an introvert or an extrovert. Being a leader is not impacted on whether or not you like to speak in front
of people. A leader doesn't have to enjoy all the things about being a leader, what really matters is that the person is able to step up to the plate.
The impact happens when you can push yourself to do the things that it takes to be a true leader. I personally have never enjoyed speaking in front
of people, yet my regional position requires me to do so at almost EVERY event that I attend. By pushing myself to do things that make me
uncomfortable, I am becoming a better leader, and preparing myself for a life that will challenge me. When they say that it gets easier the more and
more you speak, I believe this is true. The practice is beneficial and the people that asked you to speak chose you for a reason. Every step you
take distinguishes you from your fellow peers, you are making a name for yourself.
 
As a Regional Officer you can expect to push yourself out of your comfort zone. At the same time you will be improving yourself. You will meet and
befriend the amazing people of the Michigan Region while also serving as a mentor. However, your networking will not stop in the mitten, you will
meet Phi Theta Kappans from around the world. You will build skills and accomplish things that you never thought you could. Your year as a
Regional Officer will show you the true depth of being a Phi Theta Kappa. Opportunities already plentiful to PTK members, will now be very much
present in your everyday life. Holding the title of Regional Office is an extraordinary accomplishment and will be acknowledged as such by many.
All Phi Theta Kappas are up to the task of being a Regional Officer. You just have to ask yourself… Are you ready to take the step?

"Phi Theta Kappa is so much more than an honors society. In the words of Dr. Lynn Tincher Ladner, "Phi Theta Kappa is a second chance." It
gives students who felt that they don't belong, felt that they will never have the abilities to achieve a degree, and felt that they will never live
down their past mistakes a chance to improve themselves by improving others around them. PTK has giving me the resources to grow as a
leader, and more important, as an individual. I walk with a little more pep in my step because I have the confidence to stand tall and to love
myself with all of my insecurities and imperfections. Before going PTK, I took life so seriously and felt that I needed to be a perfect individual
who made no mistakes. Now, I embrace my mistakes and hope to educate others of my mistakes so we can all learn and grow together as a
community. During my time as a Regional Officer, I have had the opportunity to establish many new friends, and some that will be lifelong
friends. The Michigan Region will ALWAYS hold a special place it my heart, and they placed their trust in me to help them grow as leaders and
individuals. 
 
Much love to the Michigan Region,
Taylor Carlson 
Michigan Regional Secretary
 

Sydney Lawson
 Michigan Regional President

 

Taylor Carlson
 Michigan Regional Secretary
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Written Submissions
 

By Catreese Qualls
 VP of Communications

Phi Theta Kappa Omicron Iota Chapter
 
 
 
PTK has multiplied my opportunities, extended my reach, and heightened my awareness. My goals, and aspirations
have continued to materialize as a direct result of the opportunities provided from my time spent as an officer, and
servant leader of Phi Theta Kappa Omicron Iota Chapter. 
 
 
The lessons I’ve learned have been priceless. Every situation, whether good or bad has allowed me the opportunity to
sharpen both my critical thinking as well as problem solving skills. Also to build on ways to enhance fellowship within
our team. At the very core of all these things, is my passion, and drive to help create value in the lives of those in need.
This journey has allowed me the privilege to have touched, and been impacted by the lives of many. 
 
 
It is to this end that I can say “ I’m here because I decided to defy the laws of gravity and rise to uncharted heights.
Destroy the myth that a community college is a mediocre learning institution, put my foot on the neck of fear and
adversity, and emerge as a nominee of the Most Distinguished Officer Award on behalf of Phi Theta Kappa Omicron
Iota Chapter. Fearless and unafraid of failure.
 
I was able to lead our Chapter's College Project, which in return has yielded an eight million dollar a year increase to
our school's budget over the next ten years, increased voter awareness, and participation across our campus and
throughout our local communities. It is to that end, that today I’m able to stare any adverse situation or challenge in the
face and ask “ Is that all you got?“ Because #IAMPTK!
 
 

“ Staying the Course “
 

 
 
 PTK has taught me a lot of things over the course of the year. As a member back in Winter 2018, I volunteered a lot with
the officer team, and I realized how much I loved helping in the community. But by the end, I wanted to do more. So, I
became Secretary for the 2018-2019 school year. I was too scared to run for President but looking back I think it would’ve
been fun to do. Being Secretary for the Omicron Iota chapter has been challenging, but so rewarding. I learned a lot of
valuable lessons from the other officers on my team, and I learned more about how to be a team player. I learned that
some things are worth fighting for, and how to get back up after I fall down. I learned more about myself, and who I want
to be. My father, Dan McMillan, was Executive Vice President of Alpha Omicron Psi chapter in 2012-2013, and he inspired
me to join PTK. I still learned a lot and am forever grateful that I was given the opportunity to serve as an officer for my
chapter. Thank you to all of Phi Theta Kappa and the Omicron Iota chapter for everything you’ve given me.
 
 

What PTK Taught Me
 By Ashley McMillan 

Secretary 
Phi Theta Kappa Omicron Iota Chapter
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2019 All-Michigan Academic Team

Alpena Community College: Benjamin Gould & Todd Graham
Bay College: Samantha Henderson & Lindsey McCann
Delta College: Patrick McCray & Joseph Thornton
Glen Oaks Community College: Nathan Moore
Gogebic Community College: Kristle Jackson
Grand Rapids Community College: Tikvah Finn & Peter Shema
Henry Ford College: Cynthia Hanson & Carly Lobbestael
Jackson College: Askhahiran Devananda, Kacey Miles, Laurence Setiawan
Kellogg Community College: Dawson Morgan & Autumn Thornton
Kirtland Community College: Jennifer Green & Rachel Streifel
Lake Michigan College: Aspen Gerlach, Cynthia Meza, & Sharifa Williams
Lansing Community College: Tamera Schroeder & Darci VanWormer
Macomb Community College: Nazrin Chowdhury, Alexis Kain, Morgan Kirkley, & Emily Nguyen
Mid Michigan College: Heather Justice, Julie Justice, Grace Shaw, & Arig-Undram Zolboot
Monroe County Community College: Kessie Drouillard & Maya Gaynier
Montcalm Community College: Stacey Cary & Nathan Hall
Mott Community College: Elena Rumble & Alexandra Windle
Muskegon Community College: Ashlyn Bryant & Taylor Carlson
North Central Michigan College: Nicholas Rhudy & Esme Zabawa
Northwestern Michigan College: Anne-Marie Kabat & Dylan Jewell
Oakland Community College: Ashlin Arnett, Joy Barksdale, Sydney Lawson & Brock Stieb
Schoolcraft College: Chantele Fox & Caroline Ross
Southwestern Michigan College: Tanner Bohan & Jennifer Hinton
St. Clair County Community College: Kristyn Franzel
Washtenaw Community College: Nicholas Caplin & Ali Kurmasha
Wayne County Community College District: Tanim Ahmed, Hind Aljuboori, Darell Ashely,
Jermaine Baldwin, Mary Eke, Lindsey Hoper, Usef Julien, Robbie Mason, Tiffany Sampson,
April Shines, Ohid Uddin
Westshore Community College: Emma Howell & Parker Knizacky

Coca-Cola Silver-Tikvah Finn (Grand Rapids Community
College) and Samantha Henderson (Bay College) $1250
Coca-Cola Bronze: Grace Shaw (Mid Michigan College) $1000 
New Century Scholar - Workforce Pathway: Alexis Kain
(Macomb Community College) $1250
New Century Scholar - Transfer Pathway: Kristyn Franzel (St.
Clair County Community College) $2250 

Scholarship Recipients Inductees 
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Special thanks to Morgan Brown for

the winning t-shirt design at Catalyst!  

The Regional Connection  


